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January 11,zl990 ,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.EEEORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of- )'
)

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY ) Docket Hos. 50-424
) 50-425-

(Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,_ )
Units 1 and 2) ) ASLBP No. 90-617-03-OLA

.)
Facility Operating License No. NPF-68')
Amendment'No. 31, July 10, 1990 )

and. )
Facility Operating License No.. NPF-81- )
Amendment No. 11, July'10, 1990 )

' AFFIDAVIT OF ALFRED E. CHAFFEE IN SUPPORT OF- i

! THE SUBJECT AMENDMENTS
i
'

I, Alfred E. Chaffee, having first been duly sworn, hereby
.

depose-and state as follows:

.1. I am employed as Chief, Events Assessment Branch, Office

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington,.D.C.

I attended the UniversityLof Washington, Seattle,

Washington, and received a B.S. degree in:PhysicsLin 1972.

In my present position, I direct and supervise personnel

responsible for the assessment of all significant events

occurring nationally at.allLeommercial nuclear" power facilities.-;

These responsibilities-include-the identification of those events

requiring plant specific and generic follow-up activities.
.
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Prior to assuming my present assignment in September 1990, I

was detailed to manage and directLthe Incident Investigation Team

(IIT or team) effort at Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (Vogtle)

for the NRC which produced NUREG-1410, " Loss of Vital-AC Power
'

and the Residual Heat Removal ~ System During Mid-Loop Operations

at Vogtle Unit 1 on March 20, 1990." Prior to March 1990, I was

assigned as the Deputy Director for the Division of Reactor

Safety and Projects in the NRC Region V office. In this position,

I managed and directed the activities of an approximately 50

person division in the conduct of nuclear safety inspection at
all Region V_ power reactors.

Prior to 1987, I served as the Chief, Reactor Projects
Branch, Region V, NRC. In this position,'I supervised and

managed the projects inspection program conducted by

approximately 26 professionals at all Region V power reactor
facilities.

! Prior to 1985, I served as the Senior Resident Inspector'for
the NRC at San Onofre Nuclear GeneratingfStation. In this

position, I was responsible-for monitoring,all aspects of nuclear

safety activities at this three unit nuclear facility. My

previous assignments within the NRC,_ prior.to December 1981,I

included duties of increasing responsibility in the area of
nuclear power plant safety oversite and inspections. These

duties began with my initial assignment as an NRC project

inspector in the area of reactor safety in November 1979.|
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Between 1973 and 1979, I served as an officer-in the U.S.

Navy Nuclear power program. I served on one fast attack nuclear

submarine, qualifying as Engineering Officer of the Watch,

officer of the Deck and later qualifying as Engineer. I later i

served as a subject (Reactor Dynamics and Core Characteristics)

Division officer managing a staff ~and providing myself graduate

level courses to degreed Naval Officerc.

2. I have been requested to review, in light of the

information learned by the Vogtle IIT, the Applicants' (Georgia

Power Company, et al.) Supplemental Statement Concerning Matters

Raised By The Board During The Pre-hearing Conference, dated

November 14, 1990 (see the Licensing Board's proposed contentions

passed out to the parties at the September 19, 1990, pre-hearing

conference held in Atlanta, Georgia, and made a part of the

transcript record), regarding the Petition To Intervene By

Georgians Against Nuclear Energy (GANE), dated July 23, 1990

(Petition). The Petition focuses on and questions the merits of

the NRC amendments to revise Technical Specification

4. 8.1.1. 2h ( 6) (c) requested by the Applicants on May 25, 1990, and

granted by the NRC on July 10, 1990. 55 Fed. Reg. 32337 (August-

8, 1990). That request was' for permission to bypass the high

jacket water' temperature (HJWT) trip switches on the diesel

generators. The Licensing Board's-proposed contentions raise

j questions about both the facts.and conclusions contained in-

NUREG-1410 and particularly question the performance of Calcon

HJWT trip switches as installed and used at Vogtle. The

i
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Licensing Board's proposed contentions also question whether the

amendments assured compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev. 2,

Position 7.

3. It is my understanding that the intent of Appendix I to
.

NUREG-1410 was of particular interest to the Petitioners and the

Licensing Board.

This appendix was developed by the IIT in an attempt to
!

consolidate and portray information-readily available to the team

on Calcon sensor failures-both at Vogtle and throughout the

nuclear industry. In the case of Vogtle, the team was-successful

at performing a much more' exhaustive reviewLof Calcon sensor

failures than performed elsewhere. In the case of Vogtle, the

team reviewed the maintenance documents provided by the

Applicants which cover what the team believed to be all cases of

' Calcon sensor failures and includes out-of-calibration cases at

Vogtle. For the remainder of the industry, the-team had only
'

Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) data to use. The
,

NPRDS is an industry data baseLmanaged by the Institute of

Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and contains component level date

on nuclear plant equipment. The team did not know if additional

failures occurred elsewhere. However, Appendix I of NUREG-1410

stated; "Six of the eleven nuclear plants reported engineering

records for the Calcon sansors thus indicating calcon sensor
i
| failures at these plants would be reported independent of the

| failures effect on the diesel generator." This statement alludes

to the fact that the reporting of~Calcon sensor failures was

. . . = . - . ., .. ._,:
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potentially handled differently at different sites. In fact, the

team was suspicious that other Licensees like the Applicants had

incorrectly interpreted INPO's NPRDS reporting requirement so as

not to require the reporting of trip sensor failure unless a

diesel actually tripped. If this is-the case, then additional

failure infermation may exist-at other plants similar to Vogtle.

The purpose and scope of the Vogtle IIT effort did not include

the resolution of this issue.
'

The. tables in Appendix I and the conclusion-in_ paragraph

10.7.3 of NUREG-1410 are carefully worded.to specify that the

addressed failures are based only on information reported into

the NPRDS system for non-Vogtle failures and-includes either all.

Vogtle failures or those_that should have been reported as
! determined by the NPRDS program report criteria authored'by INPO

depending on the table used in Appendix I of NUREG-1410. The

conclusion in 10.7.3. states: "Vogtle_has experienced about

twice as many trip sensor failures as the rest of the industry
has reported." The key word.is reported. It is possible that an

!

. evaluation comparable to that done at Vogtle, done at each-of the
i 11 sites having Calcon sensors in their emergency diesel

generators, could-produce a failure history similar to Vogtle.
'

_The completion of an evaluation regarding how Vogtle

compared to the industry in' regard to Calcon sensor trip switches

was not in the scope of the IIT investigation. The IIT

identified that amount of generic information that was readily

available and did not include an in-depth study of comparable
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information at other sites.- Appendix I was also developed

Anitially, in part, to address whether other industry experience

existed on Calcon sensor _ failures which could have-been

reasonably expected to have further focused the Applicante_on the

Calcon sensor problem at hand.

In conclusion,_the IIT did not make or_ attempt-to make a

comprehensive evaluation of Vogtle calcon switch failure history

compared to the rest of the industry. Rather, it only attempted
,

to identify that there was a; problem which was not unique to

Vogtle and which had potential generic: implications,_ including

NPRDS reporting problems. In addition,-in follow-up to_the

Vogtle IIT findings,-the Executive Director for-Operations (EDO)

assigned a staff action to review the Industry NPRDS program
,

regarding the need for improvement in reporting guidance or

practices for diesel generator components.

The foregoing is true and correct to the'best_of-my

knowledge-and belief.

,A-

' ALFRED E.:CHAFFfE

Subscribed and sworn to before
me this//($ day of January,1991~

k' uds~'
N tary Publuf

My commission expires: /.2[/[f/
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